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NEWS/GH
22nd December 2020
Hi Parents.
More Reasons to be Proud:Your Family Designed Christmas Cards have again had really lovely responses from elderly
individuals and Care Homes. Some very moving. I will share a couple of these with you before
Christmas. I enclose just a few examples of your lovely cards.
Charity Bike Challenge:- During the early part of December I reached my 5,000 mile extended
target on the Charity Bike Challenge. I promised I would keep going. Now I am hoping we can start
stage 2 sometime in 2021 with our kids joining in with their bikes around our playground
etc. Obviously this will depend on restrictions being eased...MUST KEEP POSITIVE!!- our
chosen charities and children’s hospital wards need our support more than ever. God Bless Them
All.
On my travels, I saw some lovely ‘Christmas’ displays in gardens!....see photos.

Finally...
I have really been tested over the last couple of days in
regards to all the editing of our Christmas ‘films’ of our kids performances. - We have encountered
an unexpected problem (Aargh!)
First of all our super cameraman, Mr Galloway, is a volunteer who works incredibly hard in
supporting our school...obviously so much depends on what time he has available.
Everything was going smoothly - we were hoping to have the films sent out this week.
Unfortunately, yesterday he also encountered serious complications with the hard drive which has
put this project in some doubt. Some filming may be lost...any date of completion cannot now be
finalised. This is so disappointing....TECHNOLOGY...Aargh!!!!🥶🥶🥶🥶🥶🥶🥶🥶🥶
We are hoping to meet again today...various media people are now involved(+ a bottle of the hard
stuff!!!)
We will stay positive and keep our fingers crossed. Thank you for your understanding.
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🏼🤶🤶🤶WE WILL OVERCOME!
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